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Features:
GPS Locating

Near real-time locating:
HEAT tags can be programmed to send updates on the actual location of the item
being shipped on a pre-programmed frequency and schedule. They can be programmed to change reporting frequency based on motion or at rest. You can view
all of your tags’ locations via a PC or smartphone/tablet.

Geofencing

Define areas for notification:
This allows you to define a boundary around an address, location, building, city,
state, etc. Once the Geofence is established, you can program the tag to send an
alert when it enters or exits the Geofence. You can even have the tag monitor how
long it is in or out of the Geofence or a speed threshold within that Geofence and
send an alert. This is all automated to facilitate communications and notifications.

Environmental

Know the conditions your items are subject to:
Our tags can monitor the conditions your items are in and send
alerts based on values you set. Receive alerts based on temperature, humidity or barometric pressure thresholds. This is especially key for critical electronics, biomedical, and foods.

Theft Protection

Tamper monitoring:
HEAT tags equipped with this feature can monitor for ambient light and infrared
light. This allows the tag to send an alert when a container door was opened during transit or a box has been cut to extract the goods inside. These tags also have
GPS jamming detectors to know if a thief is attempting to intervene with the signal.
Alerts for these conditions are sent to whoever you identify via email or SMS.

Handling

Identify mishandles for insurance claims:
HEAT tags can monitor for material mishandling situations
in order to create a documented chain of evidence for
insurance claims. The tags have the ability to monitor and
measure g-force impacts as well as tilt/roll conditions. Not
can the data facilitate the claim, the immediate notification
during transit will allow you to create a more immediate
remediation plan.

Motion

Personnel

Notifications for goods on the move:
HEAT tags can monitor for motion, alerting you to conditions when
your items may be subject to theft or tampering. Receive notifications for any movement detected, or program them to send an
alert when they exceed a certain speed.

Better insight—improved operations:
Utilizing the smart appliance tracking software on a tablet or smartphone will allow
you to gain valuable insight into the productivity of your field team. Immediately
know their locations in relation to a service call; track their driving behaviors and
automate mileage reports. Know when they arrive and depart a service location
and allow the alerts to automate customer notifications.
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